
 

 

 

   

 

  

 

GET ME OUT 
OF HERE! 
 
 
 

DURATION 
120 to 150 minutes 
(Depending on guest 
numbers)  

 
 

REQUIREMENTS 
Flat & grassed, outdoor 
space 

 
 

GUEST NUMBERS 
Up to 256 guests 

 
 

Don’t fancy a stint in the jungle, but instead just a taste of the 
action? Then our Get Me Out of Here event is just the “trial” that 
you need, as teams compete for as many stars as possible before 
tackling our version of the famous Cyclone finale!  
 

Teams will take part in a series of themed challenges – with a focus on not only fun 
and entertainment, but also working and communicating as a team to complete the 
varied tasks at hand. 
 

Challenges will include: 
 

Word on the Grapevine – teams must rearrange the letters from the washing line, to 
create the correct phrases in the quickest time possible! 
 

Bush Telegraph – using our bush telephone, teams must recreate a piece of artwork, 
using their communication skills alone. 
 

Magnetic Maze – a member of the team must guide the magnetic tokens through the 
maze, but as they will be unsighted teamwork will play a major role in this! 
 

Bush Tucker Trail – no eating or drinking required… instead teams have to balance 
& transport their food up, down & around the course spilling as little as possible. 
 

Shooting Stars – using custom combat archery bows, teams will have to prove their 
accuracy by shooting out the stars to earn as many as possible! 

https://vimeo.com/842543969


 

GET ME OUT OF HERE 

DETAILS 
A series of Get Me Out of Here themed challenges await, accompanied by branded signage 
boards, giant prop replicas and our take on the famous Cyclone finale all await your teams 
in this highly realistic and engaging event!  
 
Split into teams of no more than eight guests, the teams shall compete head to head across 
a selection of up to eight themed challenges as detailed below: 
 
Magnetic Maze 
Each team must successfully guide their tokens through our magnetic maze – but of course, 
we don’t make it as simple as it sounds! 
 
Word on the Grapevine 
Using a simple pully system, teams must demonstrate their communication skills by working 
together to assemble the correct word from the jumbled letters. 
 
Bush Telegraph 
Using the full-sized iconic red telephone box, teams must relay via phone the intricate pieces 
of artwork to be recreated… 
 
Bush Tucker Trail  
No eating or drinking required! Instead, teams must balance and transport the food around 
the course & deposit into the non-human mouth as accurately as possible! 
 
Shooting Stars 
Teams must demonstrate their shooting prowess using our combat archery bows and arrows, 
shooting through the stars to earn maximum points. 
 
Roller Ball Rapids 
Can your team master the fiendishly tricky tilting table, to reach the score zone? 
 
 

Cyclone Finale! 
Come the event conclusion, the top several teams shall enter the inflatable to retrieve the 
correct critter – collecting as many as possible in the allotted time, whilst coming under attack 
from the competition! 
 
 
 
 


